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It Is Time To Be Honest!
by Dale Pflug

Something is seriously wrong with America.
Do you know what it is? It‘s about time that we
start to talk about it. For example, we are a divided and confused people with little knowledge of
the truth about key issues. Few Americans trust
the media, politicians or their institutions. Do you
think most people believe the news media and the
institutions in our society are honest? Do we
even know what that means?
Let‘s begin with a dictionary definition of
―honest‖. Adj. 1. not given to lying, cheating,
fraud, stealing, etc.; trustworthy. 2. not deceptive
or misleading. 3. sincere; frank, 4. characterized
by truth; not falsehood, 5. Without pretensions or
artificial traits. 6. of good repute; respectable.
To be honest means to be trustworthy, truthful,
not given to lying, cheating, stealing, or fraud!
Can we agree that it‘s good to be honest, and
therefore lying, cheating, stealing and fraud are
bad?
Consider all that is happening in our society:
widespread evidence of election fraud in 2020,
and deep divisions about this being a racist nation, and beliefs about abortion and the ethics of
selling baby parts, and many think global warming is a fraud, and our children are being taught
lies about our country, and now many believe we
should have no borders! The debates between the
‗liberal left‘ and the ‗radical right‖ are no longer
about the methods of solving the same problems.
Now, it‘s about what kind of a nation we should
be: socialist/communist or constitutional republic.
What is trustworthy or true anymore? The consequences of widespread ―dis-honesty‖ is a major
problem that‘s destructive and dangerous for our
country and its people
Radical socialist groups such as Antifa
(meaning anti-fascists) are actually the violent
fascists. They have joined with Black Lives Matter (not really helping black lives) in unrestrained
rioting and looting across our nation. Both sup-

port the ―defund the police‖ movement, blaming
the police for the chaos in our cities all leading to
a collapse of society. Many cities have suspended
bail and other penalties thereby promoting lawlessness and further disintegration of their Democrat run districts. These groups are not being
honest about the real root causes of our social
ills.
With new information and revelations every
day, the truth about the COVID-19 pandemic, its
origin, and questionable statistics, and the experimental vaccines have become a national embarrassment. And now we hear of plans to send
teams into every home to insure everyone, even
those who have already had the virus, take the
vaccine. Is our government telling us the truth?
It is time for the American people to be honest with our politicians, and honest about our
news media, honest about our government institutions and agencies, with our school boards, with
our neighbors, in our churches, and with our own
family and friends, and most of all with ourselves. What do you believe? Find out and make
your voices known.
The Heartland Herald advocates for a return to
the principles that made our country great, found
in the Bible and in our U.S. Constitution. In the
Declaration of Independence, it says ―We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are established among men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed.
That whenever any form of government becomes
destructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it.”
These principles and foundations have kept our
ship of state steady for over 245 years. But now,
in the midst of this chaos, we are facing the possi-
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There appears to be a fear of uncovering
evidence of election fraud in certain states.
Where none exists, why not let the facts
prove so-called conspiracy theories false?
One recent example is the following report of election officials blocking a legal
audit of ballots counted in Pennsylvania:
The Pennsylvania agency in charge of elections has issued a new directive telling
counties not to let outside parties access
electronic voting systems or components of
such systems, such as tabulators and ballot
printers. The directive from the Pennsylvania Department of State, released on July 9,
states that county boards of elections ―shall
not‖ provide any access to third parties that
are seeking to examine the systems or system components.
If the counties do allow access, the voting
equipment that‘s examined ―will be considered no longer secure or reliable to use in
subsequent elections,‖ and the department
will withdraw its certification for the equipment.
―Such access by third parties undermines
chain of custody requirements and strict
access limitations necessary to prevent both
intentional and inadvertent tampering with
electronic voting systems,‖
Acting Pennsylvania Secretary of State
Veronica Degraffenreid, appointed in February by (D)Governor Tom Wolf, said in a
statement. ―It also jeopardizes the security
and integrity of the systems and will prevent electronic voting system vendors from
affirming that the systems continue to meet
Commonwealth security standards and U.S.
Election Assistance Commission certification.‖
Similar protest actions attempted to side
track audits in Arizona and Texas, but citizens witnessing their votes being made null
and void by corrupted officials are saying,
―No More!‖
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To the Secretary of State
or Secretary of Division
E PLURIBUS UNUM. Such a simple Latin
phrase with an enormous historical significance: 'out of many, one'. Although this
phrase is used throughout the world for whatever the reason, it is a phrase which mirrors
above all, the many Veterans of our wars dating back to the Civil War to the present.
Veterans of the United States Armed Forces
have adopted the phrase 'out of many, one'.
Military culture teaches discipline, unity,
how to defend oneself, fight the enemy, and
how to survive in battle, God willing. They
teach soldiers that the brotherhood and sisterhood have each other's back.
This unity is of utmost importance to fulfilling their commitments to defend the United States of America despite the costs, defend our Constitution and Bill of Rights, defend our freedoms, and exhibit success and
pride in service to their country.
There is no room in our military for 'woke'
or CRT. Our newly appointed Secretary of
Defense has fallen victim to these beliefs and
promotes them throughout our military. He
has forgotten the meaning of 'out of many,
one'. Or the importance of military cohesion.
There is no room among our troops for division, mistrust, hate, and loss of freedom to
think and speak clearly.
It is not about embarrassing, offensive ads
depicting a 'woke' military. Is this what our
soldiers laying in rest in our Military Cemeteries fought for? I think not. Our enlisted
soldiers and officers will contest the destructive 'woke' and CRT mind-sets.
Secretary of Defense, sir, you represent our
United States Military. Support the immense
excellence of your troops. UNITE, DO NOT
DIVIDE. Aide your soldiers to shine to be the
best they can be 'out of many, one'.
-Carolanne Jordan, Avon Park FL

An Open Letter to Richard
Corcoran, Florida
Commissioner of Education
Dear Commissioner Corcoran,
I write to you as a mother, grandmother, and educator of many years,
to thank you for taking a courageous
stand that can ensure The Holocaust
curriculum will be taught accurately
in Florida schools. It is crucial this
curriculum be detailed, insightful,
and compelling. If ever there was a
time to remember that if we don‘t
know and teach our history, we are
doomed to repeat it, it is now.
What happened to millions of people under the rule of Hitler could
happen to any group of people, as
long as those who pen the pages of
power decide it will be in their best
interests to support it.
This is neither a Republican nor a
Democrat issue. It is a human history issue. And it must be addressed
immediately. In your position as
Commissioner of Education, you are
entrusted to do all you can to provide the best education for Florida‘s
children.
As you take the helm with fidelity
you are embracing an opportunity to
teach children undiluted history. By
empowering them today with
knowledge and open-mindedness,
tomorrow we all will be better for it.
-Millie Anderson Highlands County
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Letters to the Editor are always appreciated. Letters can
be submitted to: editor@theheartlandheraldus.com

Reviving Obama Care
(AKA - “Affordable Care Act”)
A Heartland Herald Editorial

Once again that Deep State dark horse is back in
the race to turn America into a Socialist third
world country through healthcare.
The Biden administration is attempting to revive
the catastrophic Care Bill HB 3200 known as
Obama Care by hiding it among the pork perks of
the ―Infrastructure Bill.‖
For those who accept whatever the Democrat
socialists and the media force-feed to them, Judge
David Kithil of Marble Falls, TX asks if the public is aware of why Pelosi said, ―Pass it, then you
can read it.‖
Judge Kithil is the 2nd official who has outlined
some of the most egregious parts of HB3200.
Read carefully, for your health and life depends
on your understanding how we the people are being manipulated and used.
Page 58 and 59'. The government will have realtime access to an individual‘s bank account and
will have the authority to make electronic fund
transfers from those accounts.
Page 65/section 164; The plan will be subsidized
(by the government) for all union members, union
retirees and for community organizations (such as
the Association of Community Organizations for
Reform Now ie: ACORN).
Page 203/line 14-15: The tax imposed under this
section will not be treated as a tax. (?)
Page 241 and 253: Doctors will all be paid the
same regardless of specialty, and the government
will set all doctors‘ fees.
Page 272. section 1145: Cancer hospital will ration care according to the patient‘s age.
Page 317 and 321: The government will impose a
prohibition on hospital expansion; however, communities may petition for an exception.
Page 425, line 4-12: The government mandates
advance-care planning consultations. Those on
Social Security will be required to attend an "endof-life planning" seminar every five years. (Death
counseling.)
Page 429, line 13-251: The government will specify which doctors can write an end-of-life order.
HAD ENOUGH??? Judge Kithil then goes on to
identify: ―Finally, it is speciﬁcally stated that this
bill will not apply to members of Congress. Members of Congress are already exempt from the Social Security system and have a well-funded private plan that covers their retirement needs.‖
It is obvious that this bill is neither ―caring‖ or
―affordable.‖ Added to the horror of aborting the
unborn, this bill provides for ending the lives of
the ―no longer useful‖ senior citizens.
Indeed, Obama lived and ruled under the dreams
of his Marxist father, but we don‘t have to unless
we fail to remember what is revealed now when
we enter the voting booth in 2022.

I‟ve Been Cancelled

This morning I got up and took my dog out.
He was acting funny. He wouldn't listen. I said
walk. He ran. I said sit; he stood. I couldn't figure out what was going on.
Then I opened my computer to check my
emails. After scrolling through them I came
across an article that explained everything. I am
being cancelled.

It is bad enough my friends, ex-friends actually, and most of my family don't talk to
me since I made fun of them for parading
around in pink vagina hats supporting abortion for all, at any time. Worst of all, I live in
Florida. I don't wear a mask. I support
MAGA. I expose the communists. I recognize we have a border crisis. I don't believe
that man can control the weather.
As a former teacher, I want our kids to
learn reading, writing and math not how to
have sex, become a trans or hate their families, friends and America. I want them to be
taught how to think, not what to think. I want
the students to learn common sense, to excel
not be mediocre and get a participation trophy.
But I am being cancelled. Who do I call?
Did the administration set up a new division,
The Cancellation Police? Do I tell my hubby
I can't help on the farm? I tried that, it didn't
work. When I told him I couldn't pull the
weeds because I was cancelled, he said,
―Nice try Karen. Sorry you will always be
my Karen.‖
What do I do? Am I now a victim of name
supremacy racism? Will my SSI be cancelled? My Medicare? My mortgage? My
credit cards? My job? Who will help me as
my identity is being erased? ACLU?, SPLC?
Who do I sue? Will SCOTUS take my case?
Wait a minute. I took a deep breath. I went
over to my CD player. Turned up the volume
and played ―I Will Survive,‖ by Gloria Gaynor over and over. I followed it up with ―We
are the Champions,‖ by Queen. I reinforced
my personal inner strength, I looked in the
mirror and said, ―Sticks and stones can break
my bones, but words can never harm me.‖
The cancel culture fanatics don't know me.
They never met me so why on earth should I
pay the least bit of attention to their stupidity.
Besides, people who cancel others are mostly
jealous and have no successful lives or accomplishments on their own. They get their
kicks by trying to destroy someone they don't
even know. Why should I care what they
think? They certainly don't care about me.
So, to all the cancel culture freaks out there
who have nothing better to do except let their
insecurity, helplessness and envy run their
lives, because they are not a Karen, I cancel
you. I will not comply. My name is KAREN
and I approve this message. -Karen Schoen

Join the Battle!!
By Heartland Herald Staff

Are you weary of the constant attacks of the
Socialist left? Have you been a regular reader
of the Heartland Herald? Are you a conservative? Constitutionalist? Christian? or all of the
above? If the answer is ―Yes!‖ then we need
you to join the battle against those who hate
America and want to see her crushed.
The Herald is a labor of love, love for God,
love for country, love for family and love for
others. We have writers, editors, researchers,
and other volunteers who distribute the paper
to hundreds of locations.
Having begun with a circulation of only 200
almost 6 years ago, we grew to over 18,000
before the Chinese bio-bomb went off. The
great news is that we are back and looking to
top 20,000 in the near future having expanded
to neighboring counties and beyond.
Join us in the great battle of good versus
evil and subscribe to receive an email version
or home delivered version. In either case, you
will be able to expand our reach by forwarding
your copy of the Herald to others.
If you would like a part of this growing
movement to help restore and keep America
great and have transportation to deliver the
Heartland Herald once a month, then please
contact us at ourheartlandherald@gmail.com.
We will try to match you with the area and
number of locations that you can handle.
Best of all, you will be taking an active part
in getting out the truth that the fake news and
government-run education system so greatly
fears. This is your call to action. Will you answer today?
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Cutting Ties to Big Tech
By Stach Singh, AFA Journal

What would your parents
and grandparents think?
By Karen Kataline

Conservatives talk a lot about saving America
for their children and grandchildren, but if your
parents were part of the “greatest generation‖
what would they say about America today? Would they recognize it? Think what a
shock it would be to them if they were to come
back for a visit to today’s America.
They would see a country that is disintegrating
in self-hatred, propaganda, and bizarre social
constructs designed to hasten that disintegration.
As an adolescent, I asked my Father how there
could be communist candidates running for
President of the United States. He said, don’t
worry about it. They’ll never succeed in America. Sadly, never is a long time. Could he ever
imagined that his daughter would see them infiltrate the highest levels of government and work
to remove and/or subjugate the rest?
Right under our noses, they were plotting to do
exactly as Khrushchev is said to have predicted
over sixty years ago. (Note: there is some controversy as to whether he actually said this, but
it appears to be true nevertheless.) At that time,
the word ‘Communism’ was feared.
“Your children’s children will live under communism, You Americans are so gullible. No, you
won’t accept communism outright; but we will
keep feeding you small doses of socialism until
you will finally wake up and find you already
have Communism. We will not have to fight you;
We will so weaken your economy, until you will
fall like overripe fruit into our hands.”
I once asked a friend what we can do to turn
the tide back against this clear, communist
threat. He said, “Never let it happen in the first
place.‖

Shortly after the 2020 elections, it became
clear that a few liberal-led corporations were
monopolizing‘s the internet to steer cultural attacks on traditional American values. The
names that dominate the internet, such as Facebook Google, and Amazon, are no longer desirable business associates. Fortunately, the internet
is home to plenty of companies able to present
worthy competition to the Big Tech monsters.
TOP COMPANIES TO DROP
Facebook and Twitter. Many people have already separated themselves from Facebook and
Twitter because of the Big Tech giants‘ blatant
censorship and political agenda. Instead, they
have moved to social sites Parler, Gab, and
MeWe, which work harder at protecting privacy
and allowing free speech.
Travis Haley, AFA social media coordinator,
assists the ministry as it implements new social
media channels and options. He recommends
social sites CloutHub and Brighteon.social. He
also highly commends Gab as a platform friend
to Christians. (gab.com/ AmericanFamAssc.)
―AFA continue to use Facebook and Twitter,‖
Halen told AFA Journal, ―simply because we
want to reach those audiences, but AFA is active
on Gab, whose foundation is Christian.‖
Google and YouTube. To go a step further,
true freedom from Big Tech must start at the
most intrinsic level, from the web browser up,
and that means walking away from another of
the most well-known names on the internet –
Google.
Google is so commonly used that the phrase
―google it‖ has come to be a synonym for doing
a web search – and its search engine is certainly
one of the most used features on the internet.
Google also owns Chrome browser, Gmail, and
YouTube.
YouTube is marketed by Google as the
second most popular search engine. When it
comes to watching videos online, most people
will end up on You
Tube.
In reaction, conservatives have already flocked
to the video hosting site Rumble because of its
policies welcoming free speech by giving videos

equal time in search results, refraining from
―fact-checking‖ and proving better opportunities
for publishers to monetize their content.
BitChute and Brighteon are two more video
hosting websites popular with Haley and other
conservatives.

ALTERNATIVE BROWSERS

There are many solutions to enable more private web browsing and searches. Sadly, Apple‘s
Safari and Microsoft‘s Edge browser and Bing
search engine are little better that what is offered
by Google.
However, Brave and Opera are two wellestablished web browsers that limit the data that
can be collected by turning off cookies, bocking
ads, and wiping out browser histories. Some
websites are still ―whitelisted,‖ allowing them to
continue tracking.
―Also, for an added layer of security,‖ Haley
said, ―setting up a VPN (virtual private network)
is a good idea, especially on home computers or
when using public networks.‖ A VPN is typically a paid service used to maintain privacy and
anonymity on an internet connection.

SEARCH ENGINES.
Regardless of the browser used, the next step
is to set the default search engine to one that
protects user privacy.
Startpage and DuckDuckGo are two search
engines that do not collection personal data, do
not store history or cookies, and do not record a
user‘s internet protocol (IP) address. In addition, DuckDuckGo can also be used as a browser
on mobile devices.

(continued on page 8)

Who is Jim Crow?
And Who‟s Promoting Him Now?
By C. Pflug, a white woman

According to Ferris State College and The
Jim Crow Museum, a white performer originated the fictitious Jim Crow caricature in the
1831and used it to promote his minstrel music
show. The caricature was of a black slave dancing to minstrel music.
Thomas ―Daddy‖ Rice, known as "the Father
of
Minstrelsy,"
would don blackface and affect an
exaggerated African American dialect while performing his musical act.
Jim Crow represented a racist stereotype of an enslaved black. Like
many minstrel personas that came
after him, the character was portrayed as a
clumsy and an uneducated oaf.
The name later came to describe laws adopted in the antebellum civil war period to enforce
segregation and suppress blacks mostly in
southern and border states between 1877 to the
civil rights struggle led by Martin Luther King
Jr. in the 1960‘s.
These laws infamously excluded blacks from
using public integrated lodging and eating places, toilets, drinking fountains, and demanded
segregation in public schools and on public
transportation.

Other laws and attitudes obstructed access to
voting and rights designated to the freed black
population by the post war 13th Amendment. All
the laws and actions of Jim Crow era are painful
reminders of the dark history of enslavement and
repression of the black population by certain
members of the white population and other slave
owners.
After of the hard work and. righteous message
of the Civil Rights Movement under MLK Jr.
most of the white people I know would be horrified to be included in any group that would disenfranchise black people or any minority. The
people I know and knew worked very hard to
eradicate prejudice from their language and
thinking. We rebuffed those in our spheres of
influence who would not do the same. We all
worked at this in cooperation, we thought, with
our acquaintances in every community. There
are always destructive and crude people in society we may meet, but that contact is repugnant.
Unfortunately, xenophobia and outright racism
exists in all societies.
But it‘s a testimony that the continuing work
among most light-skinned people have been sincere because calling someone a racist works as
an effective insult in modern America. Did I
mention we had a black president for eight
years?
We all had come so far to achieve our ideal of
all men are created equal by their Creator.
That‘s why it is so painful and difficult to hear
the progressive left and the Democrat party
spokesman resurrect old Jim Crow accusations
of repressive laws to characterize reasonable

voter integrity laws (i.e., in Georgia). It‘s sadly
ridiculous! The claim that requiring a valid ID to
vote and reasonable time limits on when and
where to vote will somehow obstruct the black
and minority voters.
We all need to know votes cast in free elections are legal. Many Americans doubt the last
election was carried out in a legal manner. Personal ID requirements for legal voters should
never be called repressive. Come on, man. As
Joe Biden would say. Americans that have a
whiff of sense know that black and brown people in America can obtain an ID and obey reasonable days and ways to participate in the election process. They have families, they have
friends and communities that want to provide
free ID assistance to those without a driver‘s
licenses.
It‘s really the Democrats showing a demeaning
attitude about minority abilities or intellect to
suggest requiring a valid ID to vote is suppressing the vote in the black community. This idea is
a shameful and manipulative sham being foisted
on the public!
Those marching, chanting, and singing ―We
Shall Overcome,‖ and propping up old Jim
Crow to protest valid and reasonable voting laws
are demonstrating the real racism. The people
expecting to fool their own communities into
believing this nonsense are the real racists.
The people of color I know want a secure voting experience and are smarter than to buy this.

Come on, man! It‘s time to be honest!
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What Is On My Mind?
A More Perfect Union
By Jodi L. Walsh, Guest Writer

Status of Nullifications
By Peter Rykowski, the John Birch Society

Legislation to nullify unconstitutional federal
laws – based on Article VI of the U.S. Constitution - is gaining steam in State Legislatures
across the United States. As the federal government increasingly ignores the Constitution and
the freedoms it guarantees, state legislators are
realizing the importance and necessity of nullification. It is essential for patriots to continue using their legislators to take robust action.
Multiple Strong nullification bills have already been enacted or delivered to the governors. One of these is HB 2111 in Arizona,
which Governor Doug Ducey signed on April 7.
It prohibits the enforcement of all federal gun
control laws that conflict with Arizona‘s most
lenient laws. On April 23, Montana Governor
Greg Gianforte signed HB 258. This bill broadly prohibits future federal bans or draconian gun
controls, including on firearms, ammunition,
and firearm accessories. Oklahoma Governor
Kevin Stitt signed a similar bill, SB631, three
days later.
There is mixed news in Arkansas. On bill,
SB59, prevents enforcement of federal gun controls on firearms and ammunition manufactured
and sold entirely in Arkansas; this bill became
law on April 24. Another bill, SB298, would
have nullified a wide range of unconstitutional
federal gun controls and explicitly named the
1934 Nation Firearms Act and the 1968 Gun
Control Act as being unenforceable.
Other state bills to nullify gun control are advancing. In Missouri, HB85, which is similar to
Arkansas‘s SB298, only needs to pass the full
state senate before being sent to the governor.

Others bills, including HB 62 in Ohio and LB
188 in Nebraska, are advancing through their
respective legislatures.
The Nullification progress is also being used
on non-gun-control topics. For example, legislation to nullify unconstitutional have presidential
executive orders have either been enacted or
delivered to the governor in Utah (HB 415),
Arkansas (HB 1637) Montana (SB 277), and
North Dakota (HB 1164). HB 1236 in Oklahoma, meanwhile, is still moving through the legislature and, if passed, would build upon Governor Kevin Stitt‘s Executive Order 13990 which
nullifies federal actions harmful to the state‘s
energy industry.
Some nullification bills have failed. State legislatures and committees have voted down comprehensive nullification bills: HB 570 in Montana, HB 1282 in North Dakota, SB 122 in
South Dakota, and HB 256 in Wyoming. Other
Bills have also been defeated, while still others
have been amended in such a way that makes
them ineffective.
Some nullifications bills could pass but are
stalled. These include HB 1205 in Florida, HB
597 and SB 268 in Georgia, HF 518 in Iowa,
HF 1265 in Minnesota; H 189 in North Carolina; S 614, H 3119, H 3012, S 369 and S 584 in
South Carolina; and HB 635, HB 1215, and HB
2930 in Texas.
Regardless of your state‘s status, urge your
legislators to support and pass nullification bills.
Also educate them on nullification and how it
can be – and is being – used. Through coordinated action, we can save our Republic and nullify unconstitutional laws.

Over the course of the last several weeks I
have engaged with a friend who does not agree
with me politically. With the underlying assumption of mutual respect and preservation of
relationship, we have engaged in friendly debate over issues of current national ire. We will
not persuade one another, me thinks, on the
specifics of our independent policy convictions,
nor on our interpretations of current events. But
the debate has been interesting, valuable and
thought provoking.
As a result of this dialogue, the question of
‘what can a 200-year-old document have to say
about today,‘ I found myself reading the
Federalist papers this weekend. These were the
essays written by Alexander Hamilton, James
Madison and John Jay as an appeal to the
American public to ratify the new US Constitution. They were writing following the Continental Congress to a public that had the choice
to remain a confederation of states or to join as
a union, these United States. Clearly, the people
ratified the Constitution.
While the Constitution does not generally explain itself within its text, preferring brevity
and simplicity to excessive explanation, I am
finding the Federalist papers to be highly relevant to our national discussion, and our community, today. And I am now convinced that a
‘-022year-old document’ is highly relevant. It
was authored by people of varied backgrounds
and passions, hotly debated by people both diverse and educated, and hard won through
bloodshed, violent public discourse and an eye
to the reality of human nature.
A more perfect union is not about a uniformity of thought. But about a commitment to the
whole, regardless of the turmoil of debate. It is
not about tolerance of a milk toast, mediocre
conversation that offends no one, but about an
honest debate of what is true and demonstrable
with a commitment to liberty AND justice
AND mutual respect for all.
Will we preserve this Union? ‘We the People
- in order to form a more perfect union.' It is up
to us. In our local neighborhoods. In our local
churches. In our own family. It is up to us to
FIND A WAY to stop separating and start coming together. Not because we AGREE - but because we LOVE. Not because we DON’T talk
about difficult things but because we PRACTICE talking about difficult things. And we
learn that agreeing is not the goal - but understanding the OTHER and mutual respect and
personal humility even with deep conviction.
This is what leads to union.
No matter the name of the president - it is We
The People who must preserve these United
States. Let us do so. Together.

„Hate‟ Speech Toward
LGBTQ Persons May
Draw Prison Time
In Norway, ―hate speech‖ is now punishable by a fine or one to three years in prison.
On November 10, the country‘s parliament
expanded its penal code to include punishments for speech considered hateful toward
transgender and bisexual people.
Words considered hateful, even if spoken
in private, could results in a one-year prison
term while such words spoken in public
could result in a three-year sentence.
Likewise, here in the U.S., a California
law passed in 2017 made it illegal for longterm care facilities to refer to patients by
their true pronouns instead of the desired
pronouns, thus ―misgendering‖ them. For
example, a nurse could be fined or jailed for
using the word ―she‖ to refer to a woman
living as a man. The law reportedly states
that violators could face a fine of $1,000 or
one year in jail.
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RULES FOR DEPLORABLES:
A Primer for Fighting Radical
Socialism

Based on the book by Cathi Chamberlain
By R.T. Byrum
Author Chamberlain wrote Rules for Deplorables, to show Americans the battle plans being
used by the radicalized Democrats to turn our
nation into a third-world country. As a fourtime start-up business owner, published author
of a self-help book featured on CNN worldwide, owner of the nation's first all-female construction company, and former Florida Licensed
State Building Contractor, she is a sought-after
political speaker and has been a regular contributor on Salem Media
Radio Network.
With that background she became
understandably
shocked to see how
the tactics outlined in
Saul Alinsky's 1971
blockbuster
book,
Rules for Radicals,
along with ClowardPivens strategies for
radicals, have been
used by the left for
decades to change
our values and culture in order to fundamentally
transform America into a communist state. And
they are making rapid progress.
Each chapter of her book highlights one of
Alinsky's 13 tactics by using current-day news
events to explain how the left has been successful for over a generation infiltrating our intelligence agencies, academia, news media, and
even Hollywood.
It compares Alexandria Ocasio- Cortez's dangerous socialist policies to Venezuela's devastating twenty-year path to destruction, explains
the true motive behind Justice Kavanaugh's
painful and humiliating confirmation hearings,
explores the Trump-Russia collusion "witch
hunt", investigates the "Swamp's" dangerous
efforts to sabotage Trump's agenda, exposes the
left's intentional indoctrination of our college
students into socialist "Snowflakes", and much
more.
There is a treasure of eye-opening revelations
that should be read by every red-blooded conservative patriot to understand how we have
been and still are being blindsided by those who
hate America and love the idea of a 1984 version of the New World Order. Following are a
few examples:
The Cloward-Pivens strategy is the creation of
a political crisis leading to a guaranteed annual
income that would lead to the complete control
of citizens through Socialism/Communism.
First published in the May 2, 1966 issue of The
Nation, a leading liberal political and cultural
magazine, it stated that the main goal to achieve
the crisis was to have ―a massive drive to recruit
the poor onto the welfare rolls.‖
A federal program to administer these large
welfare programs would be needed since there
was more oversight at the local level it would
not allow the welfare rolls to increase to the
levels needed to cause a financial crisis. Therefore, their solution was to move programs to
Washington D.C. where people are not as aware
of the costs and oversight of the programs.
The strategy also rejected that a person could
overcome poverty through any ―institution of
private enterprise‖, signaling that hard work,
education, and personal responsibility should
not be a solution to poverty. Their only solution
is a ―federal program of income redistribution‖
to ―elevate the poor en- masse from poverty.‖
The 4 steps of the Cloward-Pivens Strategy
are:
1) Overload and Break the Welfare System
2) Have Chaos Ensue
3) Take Control in the Chaos
4) Implement Socialism and Communism
through Government Force
The ―ultimate aim is a new program for direct
income distribution‖, also known throughout
history as Socialism/Communism which has led
to the death, despair, and depravity of hundreds
of millions.
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Added to that strategy were Alinsky‘s 13
rules for radicals that become obvious in their
use by the radicals that make up the far left,
Dems and even some of the Never-Trumpers.
There is ―bad news‖ then ―good news‖ and then
―not so good news‖ that Chamberlain lays out
in her disclosure of each of the rules.
Notice how the Socialist Democrats and the
Media have been attacking President Trump
(and, yes, Cathi firmly believes DJT still IS the
legal President) and his supporters tagged by
Hillary as Deplorables. We‘ll touch on several
in this article.
Tactic #1 “Power is not only what you have
but what the enemy thinks you have.”
The Bad News is that the uninformed voter
assumes that the left is unstoppable in their
drive to seize total power through whatever
method, legal or otherwise. Because of that
mindset, many throw up their hands and say,
―what‘s the use!‖
The Good News is that Trump is a seasoned
negotiator and knows the limits of his adversary including foreign leaders. He told Kim
Jong-Un to remember that his (America‘s)
nuclear button is bigger than Kim‘s. Trump‘s
perceived power was enough to stymie all
that the left and their media puppets (or is it
the other way around) attempted to do
through illegal and seditious maneuvering
failed until the corrupted election of 2020.
The Not So Good News is that their criminal
actions have put a temporary stop to the progress being made to Make America Great
Again. Nevertheless, the weight-challenged
lady has yet to sing.
Tactic #5 “Ridicule is man's most potent
weapon.”
The Bad News is that from the beginning of
Donald Trump‘s announcement to run for
office, he was labeled: Orange Man, Nazi,
Hitler and even a Mother F….r by a newlyelected representative.
The Good News is that Trump is a master of
ridicule as a weapon. He read their book! Notable examples are: Biden-Sleepy Joe, Hillary
-Crooked Hillary, Kim Jong Un-Little Rocket
Man, Warren-Pocahontas, Fake News, etc.
Those trying to fight back merely draw more
attention to themselves.
The Not So Good News is that too many
GOP voters missed the distraction to the plans
of the left by Trump‘s use of Alinsky tactics
against them. No wonder the late Rush
Limbaugh referred to such witless, lightweight Republicans as Sheeple.
The Heartland Herald recommends buying
and sharing this important roadmap to understanding the Socialists‘ goals for taking our
freedoms. Chamberlain‘s book is available on
Amazon and at:
www.RulesForDeplorablesBook.com.

Top Dictionary Redefines
Man and Woman
Touted as the world‘s ―definitive record
of the English language‖ since its inception in 1857, the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) recently made radical, politically correct modifications to several definitions after a recent gender diversity
review. The review and subsequent
changes were sparked by a petition containing only 30,000 signatures.
OED previously defined woman as a
―man‘s wife, girlfriend, or female lover,‖
but its new definition of a woman is a
―person‘s wife, girlfriends, or female
lover.‖
Likewise, OED had always defined
man as a woman‘s husband, boyfriend or
male lover.‖ But now, it redefines man
as ―a person‘s husband, boyfriend, or
male lover.‖
―We have ensured that offensive synonyms are clearly labeled as such,‖ explained a spokesman for the dictionary‘s
publisher, Oxford University Press.
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Truth to Confusion - An Antidote
to Gender Confusion
From AFA Journal

Dr. James Dobson says every pastor, counselor, and layman in the church should watch the
video In His Image produced by American
Family Association and available at AFA Online
or you can see the film for free @ inhisimage.movie.
The video contains a critical and urgent message designed to equip the church to answer culturally controversial questions about gender and
sexuality from a biblical perspective.
Every church in America is filled with hurting
people asking tough questions: Can you be
‖gay‖ and be a Christian? What if someone genuinely feels trapped in the wrong body? Did God
make me this way? Is change even possible?
Another tool for equipping the church and
available from AFA is A Pastor’s Notes: God
Calls the Church to Stand Boldly for Life. ―It
is a timely and timeless collection of lifeaffirming articles that will stir pastors and layministers to find the courage to lead congregations and communities to embrace the sanctity of
life.‖ said evangelist Alveda King, director of
Civil Rights for the Unborn.
The book is a collection of prolife blogs by
Joseph Parker, AFA Director of Intercession and
Outreach.
Great thanks are owed to the American Family
Association, and the AFA Journal monthly magazine, and the late Don Wildman and his son
Tim Wildman, AFA president for their decades
of leadership in challenging and speaking truth
to a culture in chaos and confusion. . The above
book and video can be obtained @ AFASTORE.NET

Who Said Crime
Doesn‟t Pay?
NEWARK,
N.J.
(PIX11) — New
Jersey‘s most populous city paid tribute
to
George
Floyd on Wednesday, unveiling a
700-pound bronze
statue in his honor outside Newark‘s City
Hall.
After a checkered past including 6 burglaries, 3 car thefts, 2 violent home invasions,
3 armed robberies, beating 4 victims senseless, passing counterfeit money, and being
arrested 23 times since 1998. George Floyd
hasn't committed a crime in over one year,
but HIS FAMILY HAS RECEIVED $27
MILLION FROM THE STATE AND $20
MILLION FROM ―GO FUND ME‖
President Biden and his VP met with the
Floyd family on May 25th, the one-year anniversary of his death. And Nancy Pelosi in
June of 2020 gave the Floyd family a folded
American Flag that had flown over the Capitol on the day he died - as a fallen hero.

It’s Time To Be Honest! (Continued from page 1)

ble collapse of the nation.
It is time for us to get on our knees and
pray, and to educate ourselves and all freedom
loving Americans about all that is going on and
do whatever is necessary to restore our nation to
its founding. Every citizen needs to get involved in their sphere of influence to speak out,
to confront, and eliminate the source of every
―dishonesty‖. This is the same commitment that
our founding fathers made.
They stood up and pledged their lives, their
fortunes, and their sacred honor to obtain freedom and set up a great constitutional republic.
With trust in Providence (God) they believed
they could do what was required to secure life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for themselves and their posterity. As quoted in the Declaration above, it is our duty!
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The Leaders We Need
By Mike Huckabee

We all knew a kid in school who just had to
run everything. Remember the classmate
who insisted on picking the games you’d all
play at recess, where you’d go after school,
even who was “in‖ or “out‖ of your group?
In high school, that kid had a compulsive
need to be the leader of every student organization. You just wanted to say, “Hey! You’re
not the boss of me!‖ Whatever happened to
those kids? I wouldn‘t be surprised if most
ended up in government. We certainly have
no shortage of people there who think they
know how to live your life and spend your
paycheck better than you do.
I’m convinced the world is divided into
people who just want to live their own lives
and those who, for some reason, have an uncontrollable urge to tell everyone else how to
live. Unfortunately, to that latter group, government seems like the ideal place to work,
and at the moment, they are getting 99.9% of
all the attention from the media.
As more of them gravitated toward government, Congress abdicated much of its legislating authority to unelected bureaucrats.
Their bureaus grew like kudzu, and so did
their regulations with the force of law (but no
input from the people.) Then one day, we
looked up and discovered we had a crushing
national debt and were paying huge salaries
to an army of people who enforce how big
your soda should be, and who couldn‘t be
fired and who is allowed to come into your
daughter’s locker room. That’s when sane
people realized that government is the LAST
place these out-of-control control freaks
needed to be.
The temptation for government to overreach
is hardly new. In fact, it stretches back to the
beginning of recorded history, and I bet even
earlier than that. There’s a story in the ninth
chapter of the book of Judges in the Old Testament about Gideon’s son Abimelech, who
craved leadership and stature - not to serve
the people but to control them and make
them serve him. He said, “Give me dominion
over your lives, and I will simplify your existence.‖
Wow, does that sound familiar? It’s basically the entire 2020 Democratic platform. Our
government has taken us pretty far down that
same road, but does your life seem any simpler -- or just a lot less free?
Anyway, back to Abimelech. He had a very
smart younger brother, Jotham, who came up
with a clever tale about three trees: an olive
tree, a fig tree, and a vine tree. All three were
fine trees that produced lots of fruit. All were
offered the exalted position of “King Of All
Trees,‖ but all three turned it down. The plant
that wanted to be “King Of All Trees‖ was
the bramble bush, a weak plant that produces
no fruit at all. Jotham’s point was that only
the weak and nonproductive have the desire
to rule everyone else. Does that lesson not
resonate like a gong right now?
When anyone aspires to a position of power, take a long, hard look. If that person
seemingly crawled out of the cradle with an
ambition to be President, then beware! Anytime someone talks about “running the country,‖ alarm bells should sound. No one – not
the President, not Congress, no one person –
“runs the country‖ or should aspire to. That’s
why the Founders took such pains to divide
and limit federal power, and why we need to
reinstate those limits that have been blurred
in recent years, whether by Presidents ruling
via executive order or out-of-control judges
legislating from the bench or unelected bureaucrats abusing their power to try to influence the results of elections. If we allow any
one person or entity to ignore those limits
and assume the power to run everything, we
won’t be able to stop them when they run
America into the ground.
We should pick leaders who resemble the
trees in the Bible story that don’t need or
crave power but that have shown they bear
good fruit. As it is said, by their fruits ye
shall know them. Government has more than
enough nuts already.

Second sign in Rick Dobson‘s front yard in West Carrollton, OH. The city wants
Dobson to remove his signs, Dobson wants to express his displeasure with the government at all levels.

Dobson Fights to Exercise
Constitutional Rights Over “Wheel of Deceit”
The City of West Carrollton, OH cited property owner Rick Dobson with two 4th degree
misdemeanor violations carrying 30 days jail
plus $250 per day per violation for expressing
his political opinion in his own yard.
Despite years of similar sized displays.
According to Dobson, the city is violating his
constitutional rights. He has hired legal counsel
and is in the process of developing his case and
it is not wise to comment at this time.
The nearly 11 foot tall ―Wheel of Deceit‖
display placed on his home‘s front yard six
weeks ago (pictured on the front page) specifically expresses Dobson‘s questions about government and the media‘s questionable deceptive
and deliberate role in a potpourri of social and
political issues including:
* Lockdowns, Covid19 Wuhan
* Defund the Police
* Hatred for America
* Divide at all Cost
* Censorship
Dobson admits his display was an act of passionate contempt for what he believes ought to
be obvious to everyone.
―When you look at the list of topics expressed in my message one might think these
issues are unrelated or even random,‖ Dobson
said.
But not to him.
―The common denominator here is government and corrupt media. And now that West
Carrollton has actually threatened me with jail
for displaying my message, they have given me
no choice but to fight them.―
Dobson added ―It is bad enough that Big
Tech and the Media are censoring us daily, we
cannot let our very own Government take away
our front yard; our final line of defense to save
our First Amendment. I‘m not going to lie
down and let them walk all over me nor any citizen of America. Or more accurately, cancel me?

The fact they are coming after him now is exactly what he feel his message is about: Government control, Government suppression, Government Injustice!‖
Unfortunately, for Dobson, as long as his
message remains visible in his yard, every subsequent day is subject to another $250 in fines
and 30 days in jail, a near guarantee he could
end up in jail for simply exercising his freedom
of expression.
―And it‘s on my own property!‖ exclaimed
Dobson. ―Did I paint a Marxist-based organization‘s logo on Main Street? Did I tear down a
public statue in protest? Have I physically
harmed anyone? All I did was creatively express
myself because, and quoting Paddy Chayefsky,
‗I‘m mad as hell and I‘m not going to take it
anymore!‘‖
Unlike the City of West Carrollton, Dobson
stated he does not have unlimited funds for this
fight.
―I‘m going to launch a GoFundMe campaign
in hopes for public support of my views against
government and media control and censorship.‖
―The only real way I am going to be able to
fight a prosecutor with unlimited funds is to start
a GoFundMe campaign,‖ Dobson explained.
Dobson said that page is to be launched soon.
In the meantime, if you would like to help contact him at:
Rick Dobson
937-477-1531
rdobson1531@gmail.com
―And to be clear, not a single penny donated
to this campaign will go anywhere except toward this important legal fight because this is
about everyone‘s free speech. Any funds left
over will be donated to important freedomfighting organizations like the Institute for Justice.‖
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What Have We
Done?
By E.P. Unum, a Patriot

When Joseph R. Biden was inaugurated as the
de facto 46th President of the U.S. this historical
event attended primarily by 26,000 National
Guard Troops, FBI, NSA, CIA Operatives.
That fact alone is a very telling story. Apparently, additional security was deemed necessary
for a President-Elect who allegedly received 80
million votes, more than any other person in the
history of our country. All of the peaceful riots
throughout the summer and fall, where stores and
businesses were looted and destroyed, monuments toppled and police and citizens were
killed, did not require the assistance of armed
troops to quell those activities.

Biden signs more executive orders than any other
president in his first week.

Of the 17 Executive Actions signed by the new
President on his first afternoon in office, none of
those offer any hope or unity, nor are they of any
benefit to the American people or to America.
Indeed, they will drive us further downward. But
there are some lessons we can learn from the new
change in leadership to the America we know.
Perhaps now you understand why there was
never any action against the Clintons or Obama,
for how they destroyed emails and evidence and
phones and servers, how they spied and wiretapped, how they lied to the FISA Court, had
conversations on the tarmac, sent emails to cover
their rears after key meetings, how Comey and
Brennan and Clapper never were brought to justice, how the FBI and CIA lied, how the Steele
Dossier, paid for by Hillary Clinton, was passed
along, how phones got factory reset, how leak
after leak to an accomplice, corrupt media went
unchecked, why George Soros is always in the
shadows, why they screamed Russia and pushed
a sham impeachment, why no one ever went to
jail, why no one was ever charged, why nothing
ever happened.
Perhaps now you know why there was no
wrongdoing was charged in the falsification of
the FISA warrants, why the Durham Report was
delayed, why Hunter Biden has not been
charged, why the FBI sat on his laptop for almost
a year while Trump was being impeached on fictitious charges, why the Bidens' connection to
China was overlooked as was unleashed the perfect weapon, a virus that was weaponized politically to bring down the greatest economy ever
known to man and, at the same time, usher in

an unverifiable and unnecessary system of
mail-in voting that corrupted the very foundation of our Constitutional Republic.
Maybe you can begin to understand why
the media is 24/7 propaganda and lies, why
caravans of illegal immigrants flood our
open borders, why up is down and down is
up, right is wrong and wrong is right, why
social media can now silence the First
Amendment and censor a validly elected
President and his followers.
This has been the plan by the Deep State
all along. They didn't expect Trump to win
in 2016. He messed up their plans and delayed them a little...four years to be exact.
They weren't about to let it happen again.
COVID-19 was like manna from heaven for
democrats and the socialist left, it was a tool to
inject fear into all Americans, and it was
weaponized by governors who shut down their
states and crumbled their economies using that
fear.
The media, never ones to let a good crisis go to
waste, helped shame the people and shutdown
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the economy, and then super-lucky; unverifia-

ble mail-in ballots were just the trick to
make sure the 47-year career politician, allegedly with hands in Chinese payrolls, the
man who couldn't finish a sentence or collect a crowd, miraculously became the most
popular vote recipient of all time. We witnessed a silent, bloodless coup; the beginning of the downward slide of capitalism
and the free-enterprise system into the
abyss of socialism and communism. What a
remarkable achievement!
We have sacrificed the greatest engine of
freedom, growth, and prosperity known to
man on the altar of ignorance and totalitarianism. Think about this:
In a couple of years, we will see the onslaught of inflation, high unemployment,
less productivity as more and more people
become dependent on the government for
subsistence, all of which is the natural
course of socialist economies.
The national elections from here on could
be decided by New York City, Chicago,
and California. The Constitutional Republic
we created will be dead. Mob rule and appeasement will run rampant. The candidate
who offers the most from the Treasury will
get the most votes. But the votes cast won't
matter; just the ones received and counted.
Benjamin Franklin was walking out of
Independence Hall after the Constitutional
Convention in 1787, when someone shouted out, ―Doctor, what have we got? A republic or a monarchy?‖ Franklin responded, ―A republic, if you can keep it.‖
Ladies and gentlemen, we have now lost
the Republic our forefathers bequeathed to
us, the Republic we fought and bled for
these past two hundred and forty-five years.
Some of you are wondering how this came
to pass. The answers are indeed quite simple. We did it to ourselves:
We turned from God.
We turned from family.
We turned from love of country, our flag,
our monuments and from the wisdom
of those who paved the way to our
civilization and way of life.
We permitted, then embraced degeneracy, tolerated pornography on our laptops and invited it into our living
rooms.
We took for granted how brave men and
women fought and died to save us
from totalitarian governments.
We deserted our responsibilities as parents to have our children properly educated. Our public schools have
brain-washed our children to look upon their heritage of freedom with
scorn.
On our watch, America just died a little.
We disregarded history and all it teaches. It's likely she'll never be the same again.
Not until the 74+ million Americans who
voted for President Trump stand up and
shout, “We will no longer tolerate this and
we want our country back” and do something about it.
For starters, get off Twitter and Facebook
and refuse to be a part of their efforts to
disrespect and censor conservative thought
and the First Amendment. If companies
want to insult the people who supported
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President Trump by denying them jobs, fight
back. Don't buy their products. Shun them.
Until we take those steps, they will continue
to wield their power, but the ultimate power
is in our hands...the power of the consumer.
We did this to ourselves. We made our
bed, now we‘re lying in it...until we get off
our butts and remake it. It is time to do
something about it. Sadly, some still do not
know what has occurred on their watch.
Hopefully they are seeing it now. If you kick
a lounging dog long enough, pretty soon he's
gonna‘ stand up and bite. I am tired of being
kicked and insulted and disregarded as if I
don't matter.

Young Americans
Unaware of Holocaust

Shocking results of a 50-state survey commissioned by Jewish Material Claims
Against Germany were released to September. Sadly, 63% of polled Americans ages 18
-39 did not know that almost 9 million Jews
were killed during the Holocaust. Almost
half of those surveyed (49%) could not name
one of the hundreds of Nazis run death
camps, concentration camps, or ghettos.
Even more disturbing, nearly one quarter
(23%) of participants denied the Holocaust
ever happened, and 11% claimed the Jews
caused the Holocaust.
Sarah Stern of Endowment for Middle East
Truth believes the study demonstrated the
dire need for American students to consistently be taught about the genocide of the
Holocaust.
This study shows how when racism, antiSemitism, or any other hatred of the other get
out of hand, where it could lead to,‖ said
Stern. ―It is extremely important that we educate all of our young people.‖
Onenewsnow.com, 10/9/20
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Big Tech (continued from page 3)
It should be noted, however, that alternative
search engines draw on a variety of sources and
may include results from Google, Microsoft,
and others major companies. Thus, while private, the alternative may not entirely escape
liberal bias.
Another drawback is that some websites will
not work properly or will block users who disable cookies and other tracking methods. So,
navigating the web may be more difficult for
those who use alternative browsers and search
engines. For this reason, it is useful to visit
quality sources directly.

APPS TO EMPLOY
News. For example, instead of filtering through
a search that produces an avalanche of results
from CNN, New York Times, Washington Post,
or other liberal news sites, one can go directly
to OneNewsNow.com (ONN) or a similar conservative resource.
One way that can be accomplished is to download apps from favorite publications, in order to
access them more quickly and easily. ONN,
American Family Radio, One American News
Network, Newsmax, the Epoch Times, and
Breitbart are excellent news sites with apps
available.

COMMUNICATIONS.
When it comes to communication, most people still rely on texting, email, and voice or
video calls on their phone or computers or
through apps like Facebook Messenger, or
What‘s App, also owned by Facebook. But
while people are backing away from Facebook
and losing trust in the makers of their cell phone
or email providers, there are other possibilities
for essential communications.
Signal and Telegram are two apps that use end
-to-end encryption to keep messages private,
provided that both people are use the same app.
Then, messages can be set to automatically delete on both ends. The apps also support encryption for voice calls and video calls.
Whatever the purpose for which one opens an
app or web browser each day, there are many
more options on the World Wide Web than are
realized by most people. Pulling away from Big
Tech and instead supporting companies that
grant essential freedoms makes it possible to
stand behind one‘s values even while fulfilling
necessary tasks on the internet.
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